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Abstract
We investigate an inertial viscosity-type Tseng’s extragradient algorithm with a new step size to solve pseudomonotone
variational inequality problems in real Hilbert spaces. A strong convergence theorem of the algorithm is obtained without the
prior information of the Lipschitz constant of the operator and also without any requirement of additional projections. Finally,
several computational tests are carried out to demonstrate the reliability and benefits of the algorithm and compare it with
the existing ones. Moreover, our algorithm is also applied to solve the variational inequality problem that appears in optimal
control problems. The algorithm presented in this paper improves some known results in the literature.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this study is to investigate a fast iterative method for discovering a solution to the variational inequality problem
(in short, VIP). In this paper, one always assumes that H is a real Hilbert space with 〈·, ·〉 and the induced norm ‖ · ‖, and C is a
closed and convex nonempty subset in H . Let us first elaborate on the issues involved in this research as follows:
find y∗ ∈ C such that 〈Ay∗, z − y∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀z ∈ C , (VIP)
where A : H → H is a nonlinear mapping. We denote the solution set of (VIP) as VI(C,A).
Variational inequalities are powerful tools and models in applied mathematics and act an essential role in society, opti-
mization, economics, transportation, mathematical programming, engineering mechanics, and other fields (see, for instance,
[1, 2, 3]). In the last decades, various effective solution methods have been investigated and developed to solve the problems of
type (VIP); see, e.g., [4, 5, 6] and the references therein. It should be pointed out that these approaches usually require that
mapping A has certain monotonicity. In this paper, we consider that the mapping A associated with (VIP) is pseudomonotone
(see the definition below), which is a broader category than monotone mappings.
Let us review some nonlinear mappings in nonlinear analysis for further use. For any elements p, q ∈ H , one recalls that a
mapping A : H → H is said to be:
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(1) η-strongly monotone if there is a positive number η such that
〈Ap−Aq, p− q〉 ≥ η‖p− q‖,
(2) η-inverse strongly monotone if there is a positive number η such that
〈Ap−Aq, p− q〉 ≥ η‖Ap−Aq‖2,
(3) monotone if
〈Ap−Aq, p− q〉 ≥ 0,
(4) η-strongly pseudomonotone if there is a positive number η such that
〈Ap, q − p〉 ≥ 0 =⇒ 〈Aq, q − p〉 ≥ η‖p− q‖2,
(5) pseudomonotone if
〈Ap, q − p〉 ≥ 0 =⇒ 〈Aq, q − p〉 ≥ 0,
(6) L-Lipschitz continuous if there is L > 0 such that
‖Ap−Aq‖ ≤ L‖p− q‖,
(7) sequentially weakly continuous if for any sequence {pn} weakly converges to a point p ∈ H , {Apn} weakly converges
to Ap.
It can be easily checked that the following relations: (1) =⇒ (3) =⇒ (5) and (1) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (5). Note that the opposite
statement is generally incorrect. Recall that a mapping PC : H → C is called the metric projection from H onto C, if for all
x ∈ H , there is a unique nearest point in C, which is represented by PC(x), such that PCx := argmin{‖x− y‖, y ∈ C}.
The oldest and simplest projection approach to solve variational inequality problems is the projected-gradient method,
which reads as follows:
xn+1 = PC (xn − γAxn) , ∀n ≥ 1 , (PGM)
where PC represents the metric projection onto C, mapping A is L-Lipschitz continuous and η-strongly monotone and the
step size γ ∈ (0, 2η/L2). Then the iterative sequence {xn} defined by (PGM) converges to the solution of (VIP) provided that
VI(C,A) is nonempty. It should be noted that the iterative sequence {xn} formulated by (PGM) does not necessarily converge
when mapping A is “only” monotone. Recently, Malitsky [7] introduced a projected reflected gradient method, which can be
viewed as an improvement of (PGM). Indeed, the sequence generated by this method is as follows:
xn+1 = PC (xn − γA (2xn − xn−1)) , ∀n ≥ 1 . (PRGM)
He proved that the sequence {xn} created by iterative scheme (PRGM) converges to u ∈ VI(C,A) when the mapping A is
monotone. Further extensions of (PRGM) can be found in [8, 9].
In many kinds of research on solving variational inequalities controlled by pseudomonotone and Lipschitz continuous
operators, the most commonly used algorithm is the extragradient method (see [10]) and its variants. Indeed, Korpelevich
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proposed the extragradient method (EGM) in [10] to find the solution of the saddle point problem in finite-dimensional spaces.
The details of EGM are described as follows: yn = PC (xn − γAxn) ,
xn+1 = PC (xn − γAyn) , ∀n ≥ 1 ,
(EGM)
where mapping A is L-Lipschitz continuous monotone and fixed step size γ ∈ (0, 1/L). Under the condition of VI(C,A) 6= ∅,
the iterative sequence {xn} defined by (EGM) converges to an element of VI(C,A). In the past few decades, EGM has been
considered and extended by many authors for solving (VIP) in infinite-dimensional spaces, see, e.g., [11, 12, 13] and the
references therein. Recently, Vuong [14] extended EGM to solve pseudomonotone variational inequalities in Hilbert spaces,
and proved that the iterative sequence constructed by the algorithm converges weakly to a solution of (VIP). On the other hand,
it is not easy to calculate the projection on the general closed convex set C, especially when C has a complex structure. Note
that in the extragradient method, two projections need to be calculated on the closed convex set C for each iteration, which may
severely affect the computational performance of the algorithm used.
Next, we introduce two types of methods to enhance the numerical efficiency of EGM. The first approach is the Tseng’s
extragradient method (referred to as TEGM, also known as the forward-backward-forward method) proposed by Tseng [15].
The advantage of this method is that the projection on the feasible set only needs to be calculated once in each iteration. More
precisely, TEGM is expressed as follows: yn = PC (xn − γAxn) ,
xn+1 = yn − γ (Ayn −Axn) , ∀n ≥ 1 ,
(TEGM)
where mapping A is L-Lipschitz continuous monotone and fixed step size γ ∈ (0, 1/L). Then the iterative sequence {xn}
formulated by (TEGM) converges to a solution of (VIP) provided that VI(C,A) is nonempty. Very recently, Bot, Csetnek
and Vuong in their recent work [16] proposed a Tseng’s forward-backward-forward algorithm for solving pseudomonotone
variational inequalities in Hilbert spaces and performed an asymptotic analysis of the formed trajectories. The second method
is the subgradient extragradient method (SEGM) proposed by Censor, Gibali and Reich [17]. This can be regarded as a
modification of EGM. Indeed, they replaced the second projection in (EGM) by a projection onto a half-space. SEGM is
calculated as follows: 
yn = PC (xn − γAxn) ,
Tn = {x ∈ H | 〈xn − γAxn − yn, x− yn〉 ≤ 0} ,
xn+1 = PTn (xn − γAyn) , ∀n ≥ 1 ,
(SEGM)
where mappingA is L-Lipschitz continuous monotone and fixed step size γ ∈ (0, 1/L). SEGM not only converges to monotone
variational inequalities (see [18]), but also to pseudomonotone variational inequalities (see [19, 20]).
It is worth mentioning that (EGM), (TEGM) and (SEGM) are weakly convergent in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Some practical problems that occur in the fields of image processing, quantum mechanics, medical imaging and machine
learning need to be modeled and analyzed in infinite-dimensional space. Therefore, strong convergence results are preferable to
weak convergence results in infinite-dimensional space. Recently, Thong and Vuong [21] introduced the modified Mann-type
Tseng’s extragradient method to solve the (VIP) involving a pseudomonotone mapping in Hilbert spaces. Their method uses an
Armijo-like line search to eliminate the reliance on the Lipschitz continuous constant of the mapping A. Indeed, the proposed
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algorithm is stated as follows: 
yn = PC (xn − γnAxn) ,
zn = yn − γn (Ayn −Axn) ,
xn+1 = (1− ϕn − τn)xn + τnzn, ∀n ≥ 1 ,
(MaTEGM)
where the mapping A is pseudomonotone, sequentially weakly continuous on C and uniformly continuous on bounded subsets
of H , {ϕn}, {τn} are two real positive sequences in (0, 1) such that {τn} ⊂ (a, 1− ϕn) for some a > 0 and limn→∞ ϕn = 0,∑∞
n=1 ϕn = ∞, γn := α`qn and qn is the smallest non-negative integer q satisfying α`q ‖Axn −Ayn‖ ≤ φ ‖xn − yn‖
(α > 0, ` ∈ (0, 1), φ ∈ (0, 1)). They showed that the iteration scheme formed by (MaTEGM) converges strongly to an element
u under VI(C,A) 6= ∅, where u = argmin{‖z‖ : z ∈ VI(C,A)}.
To accelerate the convergence rate of the algorithms, in 1964, Polyak [22] considered the second-order dynamical system
x¨(t) + γx˙(t) + ∇f(x(t)) = 0, where γ > 0, ∇f represents the gradient of f , x˙(t) and x¨(t) denote the first and second
derivatives of x at t, respectively. This dynamic system is called the Heavy Ball with Friction (HBF).
Next, we consider the discretization of this dynamic system (HBF), that is,
xn+1 − 2xn + xn−1
h2
+ γ
xn − xn−1
h
+∇f (xn) = 0, ∀n ≥ 0 .
Through a direct calculation, we can get the following form:
xn+1 = xn + τ (xn − xn−1)− ϕ∇f (xn) , ∀n ≥ 0 ,
where τ = 1− γh and ϕ = h2. This can be considered as the following two-step iteration scheme: yn = xn + τ (xn − xn−1) ,
xn+1 = yn − ϕ∇f (xn) , ∀n ≥ 0 .
This iteration is now called the inertial extrapolation algorithm, the term τ (xn − xn−1) is referred to as the extrapolation point.
In recent years, inertial technology as an acceleration method has attracted extensive research in the optimization community.
Many scholars have built various fast numerical algorithms by employing the inertial technology. These algorithms have
shown advantages in theoretical and computational experiments and have been successfully applied to many problems, see, for
instance, [23, 24, 25] and the references therein.
Very recently, inspired by the inertial method, the SEGM and the viscosity method, Thong, Hieu and Rassias [26] presented
a viscosity-type inertial subgradient extragradient algorithm to solve pseudomonotone (VIP) in Hilbert spaces. The algorithm is
of the form: 
sn = xn + δn (xn − xn−1) ,
yn = PC (sn − γnAsn) ,
Tn = {x ∈ H | 〈sn − γnAsn − yn, x− yn〉 ≤ 0} ,
zn = PTn (sn − γnAyn) ,
xn+1 = ϕnf (zn) + (1− ϕn) zn, ∀n ≥ 1 .
γn+1 =
 min
{
φ‖sn−yn‖
‖Asn−Ayn‖ , γn
}
, if Asn −Ayn 6= 0;
γn, otherwise,
(ViSEGM)
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where the mapping A is pseudomonotone, L-Lipschitz continuous, sequentially weakly continuous on C, and the inertia
parameters δn are updated in the following ways:
δn =
 min
{
n
‖xn − xn−1‖ , δ
}
, if xn 6= xn−1;
δ, otherwise.
Note that the Algorithm (ViSEGM) uses a simple step size rule, which is generated through some calculations of previously
known information in each iteration. Therefore, it can work well without the prior information of the Lipschitz constant of the
mapping A. They confirmed the strong convergence of (ViSEGM) under mild assumptions on cost mapping and parameters.
Motivated and stimulated by the above works, we introduce a new inertial Tseng’s extragradient algorithm with a new step
size for solving the pseudomonotone (VIP) in Hilbert spaces. The advantages of our algorithm are: (1) only one projection
on the feasible set needs to be calculated in each iteration; (2) do not require to know the prior information of the Lipschitz
constant of the cost mapping; (3) the addition of inertial makes it have faster convergence speed. Under mild assumptions, we
confirm a strong convergence theorem of the suggested algorithm. Lastly, some computational tests appearing in finite and
infinite dimensions are proposed to verify our theoretical results. Furthermore, our algorithm is also designed to solve optimal
control problems. Our algorithm improves some existing results [21, 26, 27, 28, 29].
The organizational structure of our paper is built up as follows. Some essential definitions and technical lemmas that need to
be used are given in the next section. In Section 3, we propose an algorithm and analyze its convergence. Some computational
tests and applications to verify our theoretical results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper ends with a brief summary.
2. Preliminaries
Let C be a closed and convex nonempty subset of a real Hilbert space H . The weak convergence and strong convergence of
{xn}∞n=1 to x are represented by xn ⇀ x and xn → x, respectively. For each x, y ∈ H and δ ∈ R, we have the following
facts:
(1) ‖x+ y‖2 ≤ ‖x‖2 + 2〈y, x+ y〉;
(2) ‖δx+ (1− δ)y‖2 = δ‖x‖2 + (1− δ)‖y‖2 − δ(1− δ)‖x− y‖2.
It is known that PCx has the following basic properties:
• 〈x− PCx, y − PCx〉 ≤ 0, ∀y ∈ C;
• ‖PCx− PCy‖2 ≤ 〈PCx− PCy, x− y〉, ∀y ∈ H;
• ‖x− PC(x)‖2 ≤ ‖x− y‖2 − ‖y − PC(x)‖2 , ∀y ∈ C.
We give some explicit formulas to calculate projections on special feasible sets.
(1) The projection of x onto a half-space Hu,v = {x : 〈u, x〉 ≤ v} is given by
PHu,v (x) = x−max{[〈u, x〉 − v]/‖u‖2, 0}u .
(2) The projection of x onto a box Box[a, b] = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b} is given by
PBox[a,b](x)i = min {bi,max {xi, ai}} .
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(3) The projection of x onto a ball B[p, q] = {x : ‖x− p‖ ≤ q} is given by
PB[p,q](x) = p+
q
max{‖x− p‖, q} (x− p) .
The following lemmas play an important role in our proof.
Lemma 2.1 ([30]). Assume that C is a closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert space H . Let operator A : C → H be
continuous and pseudomonotone. Then, x∗ is a solution of (VIP) if and only if 〈Ax, x− x∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ C.
Lemma 2.2 ([31]). Let {pn} be a positive sequence, {qn} be a sequence of real numbers, and {σn} be a sequence in (0, 1)
such that
∑∞
n=1 σn =∞. Assume that
pn+1 ≤ (1− σn) pn + σnqn, ∀n ≥ 1 .
If lim supk→∞ qnk ≤ 0 for every subsequence {pnk} of {pn} satisfying lim infk→∞ (pnk+1 − pnk) ≥ 0, then limn→∞ pn =
0.
3. Main results
In this section, we present a self adaptive inertial viscosity-type Tseng’s extragradient algorithm, which is based on the
inertial method, the viscosity method and the Tseng’s extragradient method. The major benefit of this algorithm is that the
step size is automatically updated at each iteration without performing any line search procedure. Moreover, our iterative
scheme only needs to calculate the projection once in each iteration. Before starting to state our main result, we assume that our
algorithm satisfies the following five assumptions.
(C1) The feasible set C is closed, convex and nonempty.
(C2) The solution set of the (VIP) is nonempty, that is, VI(C,A) 6= ∅.
(C3) The mapping A : H → H is pseudomonotone and L-Lipschitz continuous on H , and sequentially weakly continuous on
C.
(C4) The mapping f : H → H is ρ-contractive with ρ ∈ [0, 1).
(C5) The positive sequence {n} satisfies limn→∞ nϕn = 0, where {ϕn} ⊂ (0, 1) such that limn→∞ ϕn = 0 and
∑∞
n=1 ϕn =
∞.
Now, we can state the details of the iterative method. Our algorithm is described as follows.
Remark 3.1. It follows from (3.1) and Assumption (C5) that
lim
n→∞
δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖ = 0 .
Indeed, we obtain δn ‖xn − xn−1‖ ≤ n,∀n, which together with limn→∞ nϕn = 0 yields
lim
n→∞
δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖ ≤ lim
n→∞
n
ϕn
= 0 .
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Algorithm 1 Self adaptive inertial viscosity-type Tseng’s extragradient algorithm
Initialization: Given δ > 0, γ1 > 0, φ ∈ (0, 1). Let x0, x1 ∈ H be two initial points.
Iterative Steps: Calculate the next iteration point xn+1 as follows:
sn = xn + δn (xn − xn−1) ,
yn = PC (sn − γnAsn) ,
zn = yn − γn (Ayn −Asn) ,
xn+1 = ϕnf (zn) + (1− ϕn) zn .
where {δn} and {γn} are updated by (3.1) and (3.2), respectively.
δn =
 min
{
n
‖xn − xn−1‖ , δ
}
, if xn 6= xn−1;
δ, otherwise.
(3.1)
γn+1 =
 min
{
φ‖sn − yn‖
‖Asn −Ayn‖ , γn
}
, if Asn −Ayn 6= 0;
γn, otherwise.
(3.2)
Lemma 3.1. The sequence {γn} formulated by (3.2) is nonincreasing and
lim
n→∞ γn = γ ≥ min
{
γ1,
φ
L
}
.
Proof. On account of (3.2), we have γn+1 ≤ γn,∀n ∈ N. Hence, {γn} is nonincreasing. Moreover, we get that
‖Asn −Ayn‖ ≤ L ‖sn − yn‖ by means of A is L-Lipschitz continuous. Thus,
φ
‖sn − yn‖
‖Asn −Ayn‖ ≥
φ
L
, if Asn 6= Ayn ,
which together with (3.2) implies that γn ≥ min{γ1, φL}. Therefore, limn→∞ γn = γ ≥ min
{
γ1,
φ
L
}
since sequence {γn} is
lower bounded and nonincreasing.
The following lemmas have a significant part to play in the convergence proof of our algorithm.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Assumptions (C1)–(C3) hold. Let {sn} and {yn} be two sequences formulated by Algorithm 1. If
there exists a subsequence {snk} convergent weakly to z ∈ H and limk→∞ ‖snk − ynk‖ = 0, then z ∈ VI(C,A).
Proof. From the property of projection and yn = PC (sn − γnAsn), we have
〈snk − γnkAsnk − ynk , x− ynk〉 ≤ 0, ∀x ∈ C ,
which can be written as follows
1
γnk
〈snk − ynk , x− ynk〉 ≤ 〈Asnk , x− ynk〉, ∀x ∈ C .
Through a direct calculation, we get
1
γnk
〈snk − ynk , x− ynk〉+ 〈Asnk , ynk − snk〉 ≤ 〈Asnk , x− snk〉, ∀x ∈ C . (3.3)
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We have that {snk} is bounded since {snk} is convergent weakly to z ∈ H . Then, from the Lipschitz continuity of A and
‖snk − ynk‖ → 0, we obtain that {Asnk} and {ynk} are also bounded. Since γnk ≥ min{γ1, φL}, one concludes from (3.3)
that
lim inf
k→∞
〈Asnk , x− snk〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ C . (3.4)
Moreover, one has
〈Aynk , x− ynk〉 =〈Aynk −Asnk , x− snk〉+ 〈Asnk , x− snk〉+ 〈Aynk , snk − ynk〉 . (3.5)
Since limk→∞ ‖snk − ynk‖ = 0 and A is Lipschitz continuous, we get limk→∞ ‖Asnk − Aynk‖ = 0. This together with
(3.4) and (3.5) yields that lim infk→∞〈Aynk , x− ynk〉 ≥ 0.
Next, we select a positive number decreasing sequence {ζk} such that ζk → 0 as k → ∞. For any k, we represent the
smallest positive integer with Nk such that
〈Aynj , x− ynj 〉+ ζk ≥ 0, ∀j ≥ Nk . (3.6)
It can be easily seen that the sequence {Nk} is increasing because {ζk} is decreasing. Moreover, for any k, from {yNk} ⊂ C,
we can assume AyNk 6= 0 (otherwise, yNk is a solution) and set uNk = AyNk/‖AyNk‖2. Then, we get 〈AyNk , uNk〉 = 1,∀k.
Now, we can deduce from (3.6) that 〈AyNk , x+ ζkuNk − yNk〉 ≥ 0,∀k. According to the fact that A is pseudomonotone on
H , we can show that
〈A (x+ ζkuNk) , x+ ζkuNk − yNk〉 ≥ 0 ,
which further yields that
〈Ax, x− yNk〉 ≥ 〈Ax−A (x+ ζkuNk) , x+ ζkuNk − yNk〉 − ζk〈Ax, uNk〉 . (3.7)
Now, we prove that limk→∞ ζkuNk = 0. We get that yNk ⇀ z since snk ⇀ z and limk→∞ ‖snk− ynk‖ = 0. From {yn} ⊂ C,
we have z ∈ C. In view of A is sequentially weakly continuous on C, one has that {Aynk} converges weakly to Az. One
assumes that Az 6= 0 (otherwise, z is a solution). According to the fact that norm mapping is sequentially weakly lower
semicontinuous, we obtain 0 < ‖Az‖ ≤ lim infk→∞ ‖Aynk‖. Using {yNk} ⊂ {ynk} and ζk → 0 as k →∞, we have
0 ≤ lim sup
k→∞
‖ζkuNk‖ = lim sup
k→∞
( ζk
‖Aynk‖
)
≤ lim supk→∞ ζk
lim infk→∞ ‖Aynk‖
= 0 .
That is, limk→∞ ζkuNk = 0. Thus, from the facts that A is Lipschitz continuous, sequences {yNk} and {uNk} are bounded
and limk→∞ ζkuNk = 0, we can conclude from (3.7) that lim infk→∞〈Ax, x− yNk〉 ≥ 0. Therefore,
〈Ax, x− z〉 = lim
k→∞
〈Ax, x− yNk〉 = lim inf
k→∞
〈Ax, x− yNk〉 ≥ 0,∀x ∈ C .
Consequently, we observe that z ∈ VI(C,A) by Lemma 2.1. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.2. If A is monotone, then A does not need to satisfy sequential weak continuity, see [32].
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Assumptions (C1)–(C3) hold. Let sequences {zn} and {yn} be formulated by Algorithm 1. Then,
we have
‖zn − u‖2 ≤ ‖sn − u‖2 −
(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2, ∀u ∈ VI(C,A) ,
and
‖zn − yn‖ ≤ φ γn
γn+1
‖sn − yn‖ .
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Proof. First, using the definition of {γn}, one obtains
‖Asn −Ayn‖ ≤ φ
γn+1
‖sn − yn‖ , ∀n . (3.8)
Indeed, if Asn = Ayn then (3.8) clearly holds. Otherwise, it follows from (3.2) that
γn+1 = min
{
φ ‖sn − yn‖
‖Asn −Ayn‖ , γn
}
≤ φ ‖sn − yn‖‖Asn −Ayn‖ .
Consequently, we have
‖Asn −Ayn‖ ≤ φ
γn+1
‖sn − yn‖ .
Therefore, inequality (3.8) holds when Asn = Ayn and Asn 6= Ayn. From the definition of zn, one sees that
‖zn − u‖2 =‖yn − γn (Ayn −Asn)− u‖2
=‖yn − u‖2 + γ2n‖Ayn −Asn‖2 − 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn −Asn〉
=‖sn − u‖2 + ‖yn − sn‖2 + 2〈yn − sn, sn − u〉
+ γ2n‖Ayn −Asn‖2 − 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn −Asn〉
=‖sn − u‖2 + ‖yn − sn‖2 − 2〈yn − sn, yn − sn〉+ 2〈yn − sn, yn − u〉
+ γ2n‖Ayn −Asn‖2 − 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn −Asn〉
=‖sn − u‖2 − ‖yn − sn‖2 + 2〈yn − sn, yn − u〉
+ γ2n‖Ayn −Asn‖2 − 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn −Asn〉 .
(3.9)
Since yn = PC (sn − γnAsn), using the property of projection, we obtain
〈yn − sn + γnAsn, yn − u〉 ≤ 0 ,
or equivalently
〈yn − sn, yn − u〉 ≤ −γn〈Asn, yn − u〉 . (3.10)
From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), we have
‖zn − u‖2 ≤‖sn − u‖2 − ‖yn − sn‖2 − 2γn〈Asn, yn − u〉+ φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
‖sn − yn‖2
− 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn −Asn〉
≤‖sn − u‖2 −
(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 − 2γn〈yn − u,Ayn〉 .
(3.11)
From u ∈ VI(C,A), one has 〈Au, yn − u〉 ≥ 0. Using the pseudomonotonicity of A, we get
〈Ayn, yn − u〉 ≥ 0 . (3.12)
Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we can show that
‖zn − u‖2 ≤ ‖sn − u‖2 −
(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 .
According to the definition of zn and (3.8), we obtain
‖zn − yn‖ ≤ φ γn
γn+1
‖sn − yn‖ .
This completes the proof of the Lemma 3.3.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Assumptions (C1)–(C5) hold. Then the iterative sequence {xn} formulated by Algorithm 1
converges to u ∈ VI(C,A) in norm, where u = PVI(C,A) ◦ f(u).
Proof. Claim 1. The sequence {xn} is bounded. According to Lemma 3.3, we get that limn→∞
(
1− φ2 γ2n
γ2n+1
)
= 1− φ2 > 0.
Therefore, there is a constant n0 ∈ N that satisfies 1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
> 0,∀n ≥ n0 . From Lemma 3.3, one has
‖zn − u‖ ≤ ‖sn − u‖, ∀n ≥ n0 . (3.13)
By the definition of sn, one sees that
‖sn − u‖ = ‖xn + δn (xn − xn−1)− u‖
≤ ‖xn − u‖+ δn‖xn − xn−1‖
= ‖xn − u‖+ ϕn · δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖ .
(3.14)
From Remark 3.1, one gets δnϕn ‖xn − xn−1‖ → 0. Thus, there is a constant Q1 > 0 that satisfies
δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖ ≤ Q1, ∀n ≥ 1 . (3.15)
Using (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), we obtain
‖zn − u‖ ≤ ‖sn − u‖ ≤ ‖xn − u‖+ ϕnQ1, ∀n ≥ n0 . (3.16)
Using the definition of {xn+1} and (3.16), we have
‖xn+1 − u‖ = ‖ϕnf (zn) + (1− ϕn) zn − u‖
≤ ϕn‖f (zn)− f(u)‖+ ϕn‖f(u)− u‖+ (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖
≤ ϕnρ‖zn − u‖+ ϕn‖f(u)− u‖+ (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖
= (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖zn − u‖+ ϕn‖f(u)− u‖
≤ (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖xn − u‖+ ϕnQ1 + ϕn‖f(u)− u‖
= (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖xn − u‖+ (1− ρ)ϕnQ1 + ‖f(u)− u‖
1− ρ
≤ max
{
‖xn − u‖, Q1 + ‖f(u)− u‖
1− ρ
}
≤ · · · ≤ max
{
‖xn0 − u‖,
Q1 + ‖f(u)− u‖
1− ρ
}
, ∀n ≥ n0 .
That is, {xn} is bounded. We have that {sn}, {zn} and {f (zn)} are also bounded.
Claim 2. (
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 ≤ ‖xn − u‖2 − ‖xn+1 − u‖2 + ϕnQ4
for some Q4 > 0. Indeed, it follows from (3.16) that
‖sn − u‖2 ≤ (‖xn − u‖+ ϕnQ1)2
= ‖xn − u‖2 + ϕn(2Q1‖xn − u‖+ ϕnQ21)
≤ ‖xn − u‖2 + ϕnQ2
(3.17)
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for some Q2 > 0. Combining Lemma 3.3 and (3.17), we see that
‖xn+1 − u‖2 ≤ ϕn‖f (zn)− u‖2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2
≤ ϕn(‖f (zn)− f(u)‖+ ‖f(u)− u‖)2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2
≤ ϕn(‖zn − u‖+ ‖f(u)− u‖)2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2
= ϕn‖zn − u‖2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2
+ ϕn(‖f(u)− u‖2 + 2‖zn − u‖ · ‖f(u)− u‖)
≤ ‖zn − u‖2 + ϕnQ3
≤ ‖sn − u‖2 −
(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 + ϕnQ3
≤ ‖xn − u‖2 −
(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 + ϕnQ4
(3.18)
where Q4 := Q2 +Q3. Therefore, we obtain(
1− φ2 γ
2
n
γ2n+1
)
‖sn − yn‖2 ≤ ‖xn − u‖2 − ‖xn+1 − u‖2 + ϕnQ4 .
Claim 3.
‖xn+1 − u‖2 ≤ (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖xn − u‖2 + (1− ρ)ϕn ·
[ 3Q
1− ρ ·
δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖
+
2
1− ρ 〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
]
, ∀n ≥ n0 .
for some Q > 0. Using the definition of sn, we can show that
‖sn − u‖2 = ‖xn + δn (xn − xn−1)− u‖2
≤ ‖xn − u‖2 + 2δn‖xn − u‖‖xn − xn−1‖+ δ2n‖xn − xn−1‖2
≤ ‖xn − u‖2 + 3Qδn‖xn − xn−1‖ ,
(3.19)
where Q := supn∈N{‖xn − u‖, δ‖xn − xn−1‖} > 0. Using (3.13) and (3.19), we get
‖xn+1 − u‖2 = ‖ϕnf (zn) + (1− ϕn) zn − u‖2
= ‖ϕn(f (zn)− f(u)) + (1− ϕn) (zn − u) + ϕn(f(u)− u)‖2
≤ ‖ϕn(f (zn)− f(u)) + (1− ϕn) (zn − u)‖2 + 2ϕn〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
≤ ϕn‖f (zn)− f(u)‖2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2 + 2ϕn〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
≤ ϕnρ2‖zn − u‖2 + (1− ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2 + 2ϕn〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
≤ (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖zn − u‖2 + 2ϕn〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
≤ (1− (1− ρ)ϕn) ‖xn − u‖2 + (1− ρ)ϕn ·
[ 3Q
1− ρ ·
δn
ϕn
‖xn − xn−1‖
+
2
1− ρ 〈f(u)− u, xn+1 − u〉
]
, ∀n ≥ n0 .
(3.20)
Claim 4. {‖xn − u‖2} converges to zero. From Lemma 2.2 and Remark 3.1, it remains to show that lim supk→∞〈f(u) −
u, xnk+1 − u〉 ≤ 0 for any subsequence {‖xnk − u‖} of {‖xn − u‖} satisfies lim infk→∞
(‖xnk+1 − u‖ − ‖xnk − u‖) ≥ 0.
For this purpose, we assume that {‖xnk − u‖} is a subsequence of {‖xn − u‖} such that
lim inf
k→∞
(‖xnk+1 − u‖ − ‖xnk − u‖) ≥ 0 .
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Then,
lim
k→∞
inf
(‖xnk+1 − u‖2 − ‖xnk − u‖2)
= lim inf
k→∞
[
(‖xnk+1 − u‖ − ‖xnk − u‖)(‖xnk+1 − u‖+ ‖xnk − u‖)
] ≥ 0 .
It follows from Claim 2 and Assumption (C5) that
lim sup
k→∞
(
1− φ2 γ
2
nk
γ2nk+1
)‖snk − ynk‖2
≤ lim sup
k→∞
[‖xnk − u‖2 − ‖xnk+1 − u‖2]+ lim sup
k→∞
ϕnkQ4
= − lim inf
k→∞
[‖xnk+1 − u‖2 − ‖xnk − u‖2]
≤ 0 ,
which yields that limk→∞ ‖snk − ynk‖ = 0. From Lemma 3.3, we obtain limk→∞ ‖znk − ynk‖ = 0. Hence, limk→∞ ‖znk −
snk‖ = 0.
Moreover, using Remark 3.1 and Assumption (C5), we have
‖xnk − snk‖ = δnk‖xnk − xnk−1‖ = ϕnk ·
δnk
ϕnk
‖xnk − xnk−1‖ → 0 ,
and
‖xnk+1 − znk‖ = ϕnk‖znk − f (znk) ‖ → 0 .
Therefore, we conclude that
‖xnk+1 − xnk‖ ≤ ‖xnk+1 − znk‖+ ‖znk − snk‖+ ‖snk − xnk‖ → 0 . (3.21)
Since {xnk} is bounded, one asserts that there is a subsequence {xnkj } of {xnk} that satisfies xnkj ⇀ q. Furthermore,
lim sup
k→∞
〈f(u)− u, xnk − u〉 = lim
j→∞
〈f(u)− u, xnkj − u〉 = 〈f(u)− u, q − u〉 . (3.22)
We get snk ⇀ q since ‖xnk − snk‖ → 0. This together with limk→∞ ‖snk − ynk‖ = 0 and Lemma 3.2 obtains q ∈ VI(C,A).
By the definition of u = PVI(C,A) ◦ f(u) and (3.22), we infer that
lim sup
k→∞
〈f(u)− u, xnk − u〉 = 〈f(u)− u, q − u〉 ≤ 0 . (3.23)
Combining (3.21) and (3.23), we see that
lim sup
k→∞
〈f(u)− u, xnk+1 − u〉 ≤ lim sup
k→∞
〈f(u)− u, xnk − u〉 ≤ 0 . (3.24)
Thus, from Remark 3.1, (3.24), Claim 3 and Lemma 2.2, we conclude that xn → u. The proof of the Theorem 3.1 is now
complete.
If inertial parameter δn = 0 in Algorithm 1, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that mapping A : H → H is L-Lipschitz continuous pseudomonotone on H and sequentially weakly
continuous on C. Let mapping f : H → H be ρ-contractive with ρ ∈ [0, 1). Given γ0 > 0, {ϕn} ⊂ (0, 1) satisfies
12
limn→∞ ϕn = 0 and
∑∞
n=1 ϕn =∞. Let x0 be the initial point and {xn} be the sequence generated by
yn = PC (xn − γnAxn) ,
zn = yn − γn (Ayn −Axn) ,
xn+1 = ϕnf (zn) + (1− ϕn) zn ,
(3.25)
where step size {γn} is updated through (3.2). Then the iterative sequence {xn} formulated by Algorithm (3.25) converges to
u ∈ VI(C,A) in norm, where u = PVI(C,A) ◦ f(u).
Remark 3.3. It should be pointed out that Algorithm (3.25) improves and summarizes [27, Algorithm 3] and [28, Algorithm 1].
Moreover, our algorithm is to solve pseudomonotone (VIP), while [27] and [28] are to solve monotone (VIP). We know that the
classes of pseudomonotone mappings cover the classes of monotone mappings. Therefore, our algorithm is more applicable.
4. Numerical examples
In this section, we give some computational tests and applications to show the numerical behavior of our algorithm, and also
to compare it with some strong convergent algorithms (Algorithms (MaTEGM) and (ViSEGM)). It should be emphasized that
all algorithms can work without the prior information of the Lipschitz constant of the mapping. We use the FOM Solver [33]
to effectively calculate the projections onto C and Tn. All the programs are implemented in MATLAB 2018a on a personal
computer. The parameters are chosen as follows:
• φ = 0.8, γ1 = 1, δ = 0.3, n = 1/(n + 1)2, ϕn = 1/(n + 1), f(x) = 0.9x for the proposed Algorithm 1 and the
Algorithm (ViSEGM);
• α = ` = 0.5, φ = 0.4, ϕn = 1/(n+ 1), τn = 0.5(1− ϕn) for the Algorithm (MaTEGM).
In our numerical examples, when the number of iterations is the same, we use the runtime in seconds to measure
the computational performance of all algorithms. In the situation, if the solution x∗ of our problem is known, we take
E(x) = ‖x− x∗‖ to represent the behavior of all algorithms. Otherwise, according to the feature of solutions to (VIP), we use
the sequences Dn = ‖xn − xn−1‖ and En = ‖sn − PC(sn − γnsn)‖ to study the performance of all algorithms. Note that, if
‖En‖ → 0, then xn can be regards as an approximate solution of (VIP).
Example 4.1. Let A : Rm → Rm (m = 5, 10, 15, 20) be an operator given by
A(x) = 1‖x‖2 + 1 argminy∈Rm
{‖y‖4
4
+
1
2
‖x− y‖2
}
.
We emphasize that the operatorA is not monotone. However, the operatorA is Lipschitz continuous pseudomonotone (see [34]).
In this example, we choose the feasible set is a box constraint C = [−5, 5]m. Take initial values x0 = x1 are randomly
generated by rand(m,1) in MATLAB. The maximum iteration 50 as a common stopping criterion. For the four different
dimensions of the operator A, the numerical results are presented in Figs. 1–4.
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Figure 1: Numerical results for Example 4.1 (m = 5)
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Figure 2: Numerical results for Example 4.1 (m = 10)
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Figure 3: Numerical results for Example 4.1 (m = 15)
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Figure 4: Numerical results for Example 4.1 (m = 20)
Example 4.2. In the second example, we consider the form of linear operator A : Rm → Rm (m = 5, 10, 15, 20) as follows:
A(x) = Gx+ g, where g ∈ Rm and G = BBT +M + E, matrix B ∈ Rm×m, matrix M ∈ Rm×m is skew-symmetric, and
matrix E ∈ Rm×m is diagonal matrix whose diagonal terms are non-negative (hence G is positive symmetric definite). We
choose the feasible set as C = {x ∈ Rm : −2 ≤ xi ≤ 5, i = 1, . . . ,m}. We get that mapping A is strongly pseudomonotone
and Lipschitz continuous. In this numerical example, both B,M entries are randomly created in [−2, 2], E is generated
randomly in [0, 2] and g = 0. It can be easily seen that the solution to the problem is x∗ = {0}. The maximum iteration
1000 as a common stopping criterion and the initial values x0 = x1 are randomly generated by rand(m,1) in MATLAB. The
numerical results with elapsed time are described in Fig. 5.
Example 4.3. Finally, we focus on a case in Hilbert space H = L2[0, 1] with inner product
〈x, y〉 =
∫ 1
0
x(t)y(t)dt ,
and norm
‖x‖ = (
∫ 1
0
x(t)2dt)1/2 .
Let b and B be two positive numbers such that B/(m + 1) < b/m < b < B for some m > 1. We select the feasible set as
C = {x ∈ H : ‖x‖ ≤ b}. The operator A : H → H is of the form
A(x) = (B − ‖x‖)x, ∀x ∈ H .
It should be pointed out that operator A is not monotone. Indeed, take a particular pair (x‡,mx‡), we pick x‡ ∈ C to satisfy
B/(m+ 1) < ‖x‡‖ < b/m, one can sees that m‖x‡‖ ∈ C. By a simple operation, we get
〈A(x‡)−A(y‡), x‡ − y‡〉 = (1−m)2‖x‡‖2(B − (1 +m)‖x‡‖) < 0 .
Hence, the operator A is not monotone on C. Next, we show that A is pseudomonotone. Indeed, one assumes that 〈A(x), y −
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Figure 5: Numerical results for Example 4.2
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x〉 ≥ 0,∀x, y ∈ C, that is, 〈(B − ‖x‖)x, y− x〉 ≥ 0. From ‖x‖ < B, we get that 〈x, y− x〉 ≥ 0. Therefore, we can show that
〈A(y), y − x〉 = 〈(B − ‖y‖)y, y − x〉
≥ (B − ‖y‖)(〈y, y − x〉 − 〈x, y − x〉)
= (B − ‖y‖)‖y − x‖2 ≥ 0 .
For the experiment, we take B = 1.5, b = 1, m = 1.1. We know that the solution to the problem is x∗(t) = 0. The maximum
iteration 50 as the stopping criterion. Fig. 6 shows the behaviors of function En = ‖xn(t)− x∗(t)‖ formulated by all
algorithms with four initial points x0(t) = x1(t) (Case I: x1(t) = t2, Case II: x1(t) = cos(t), Case III: x1(t) = sin(2t) and
Case IV: x1(t) = 2t).
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Figure 6: Numerical results for Example 4.3
Remark 4.1. (1) From Figs.1–6, we can see that our proposed algorithm converges quickly and has better computational
performance than the existing algorithms. In addition, these results are independent of the selection of initial values and
the size of dimensions. Therefore, our algorithm is robust.
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(2) It should be emphasized that Algorithm (MaTEGM) needs to spend more running time to achieve the same error accuracy
because it uses Armoji-type rules to automatically update the step size, and this update criterion requires to calculate the
value of operator A many times in each iteration. However, our proposed Algorithm 1 uses previously known information
to update the step size by a simple calculation in each iteration, which makes it converge faster.
(3) It is noted that operator A is pseudomonotone or strongly pseudomonotone in our numerical experiments. At this point,
algorithms [27, 28, 29] for solving monotone (VIP) will not be available. Therefore, our proposed algorithm is more
applicable for practical applications.
Next, we use our proposed Algorithm 1 to solve the (VIP) that appears in optimal control problems. Recently, many
scholars have proposed different methods to solve it. We recommend readers to refer to [35, 36, 37] for the algorithms and
detailed description of the problem.
Example 4.4 (Control of a harmonic oscillator, see [38]).
minimize x2(3pi)
subject to x˙1(t) = x2(t) ,
x˙2(t) = −x1(t) + u(t), ∀t ∈ [0, 3pi] ,
x(0) = 0 ,
u(t) ∈ [−1, 1] .
The exact optimal control of Example 4.4 is known:
u∗(t) =
 1, if t ∈ [0, pi/2) ∪ (3pi/2, 5pi/2) ;−1, if t ∈ (pi/2, 3pi/2) ∪ (5pi/2, 3pi] .
Our parameters are set as follows:
N = 100, φ = 0.1, γ1 = 0.4, δ = 0.3, n =
10−4
(n+ 1)2
, ϕn =
10−4
n+ 1
, f(x) = 0.1x .
The initial controls u0(t) = u1(t) are randomly generated in [−1, 1], and the stopping criterion is ‖un+1 − un‖ ≤ 10−4 or
maximum iteration 1000 times. After 122 iterations, Algorithm 1 took 0.059839 seconds to reach the required error accuracy.
Fig. 7 shows the approximate optimal control and the corresponding trajectories of Algorithm 1.
We now consider an example in which the terminal function is not linear.
Example 4.5 (See [39]).
minimize − x1(2) + (x2(2))2 ,
subject to x˙1(t) = x2(t) ,
x˙2(t) = u(t), ∀t ∈ [0, 2] ,
x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = 0 ,
u(t) ∈ [−1, 1] .
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Figure 7: Numerical results for Example 4.4
The exact optimal control of Example 4.5 is
u∗(t) =
 1 if t ∈ [0, 1.2) ;−1 if t ∈ (1.2, 2] .
In this example, the parameters of our algorithm are set the same as in Example 4.4. After the maximum allowable iteration of
1000 times, Algorithm 1 took 0.39932 seconds, but the required error accuracy was not achieved. Reaching the allowable error
range may require more iterations. The approximate optimal control and the corresponding trajectories of Algorithm 1 are
plotted in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Numerical results for Example 4.5
Remark 4.2. As can be seen from Examples 4.4 and 4.5, the algorithm proposed in this paper can work well on optimal control
problems. It should be pointed out that our proposed algorithm can work better when the terminal function is linear rather than
nonlinear (cf. Figs. 7 and 8).
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5. The conclusion
In this paper, based on the inertial method, the Tseng’s extragradient method and the viscosity method, we introduced a
new extragradient algorithm to solve the pseudomonotone variational inequality in a Hilbert space. The main benefit of the
suggested method is that only one projection needs to be calculated in each iteration. The convergence of the algorithm was
proved without the prior information of the Lipschitz constant of the mapping. Moreover, our algorithm adds an inertial term,
which greatly improves the convergence speed of the algorithm. Our numerical experiments showed that the proposed algorithm
improves some results of the existing algorithms in the literature. As an application, the variational inequality problem in the
optimal control problem was also studied.
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